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A B S T R A C T 

The stair a case lift is a mechanical gadget that makes a difference lifts people and wheelchairs up and down stairs when they may have inconvenience doing so on 

their possess. A rail is connected to the stair treads of enough wide stairs. The rail has a chair or raising stage joined to it. The essential objective of this venture is 

to make on both an indoor and open air stairlift. A chair that moves up and down a staircase on a mechanized rail is known as a stair lift. Components that amplify 

ease of utilize, consolation, and engaging quality in the house, a secure and reasonable put to live strategy to address the particular necessities and challenges that 

on the stairs, people have encounters. The versatile stair-lift a versatility help in the shape of a chair joined to one side of Stairways encourages elderly get to 

between floors. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Stair into  structures is one of the most grueling boundaries for guests of wheeled portability widgets and those with versatility confinements related with 

growing. The preponderance of this issue ought to not be belittled. In Bangladesh, thousands of individualities progressed 65 and further seasoned defy 

trouble climbing way without resting and multitudinous of them employments wheelchair. Conventional arrangements for this detachment have regularly 

included either establishment a lift if conceivable or moving to cloverleaf lodging incorporates a lift. These arrangements are precious and some of the 

time establishment of lift isn't possible. 

Elevators have been honored as successful arrangements in terms of speed, capacity, rise and ease of use; be that as it may, the bear for satisfactory space, 

and the altitudinous costs related with their steal, establishment, and keep are critical downsides, in this way confining their use in normal domestic 

settings. Stage lifts and stair docks stay the ‘ bias of choice ’ for little rise changes in being homes; be that as it may, these also have their restrictions. For 

stage lifts, confinements relating to use, measure, speed, capacity, and rise have been honored. The stair- lift set up in online and show is important 

expensive. This work refocused to produce a stair- lift for the crippled people at moo taken a risk which is less demanding to introduce and doesn't impact 

the aesthetics of the domestic important. This paper investigates the enhancement of a stair- lift which run by chain drive and too plan prepare of the lift. 

The bear for stair lifts emerges from a crossroad of statistic patterns and the expanding crave for free living among individualities with versatility 

confinements. Then is a breakdown of the crucial factors 

Maturing Populace A critical motorist is the development of the worldwide senior crowd. As individualities age, their physical capabilities constantly 

drop, making stairs a grueling manacle. Stairlifts give a secure and helpful arrangement to explore their homes and keep up their independence. 

II. Versatility Restrictions Stair lifts address versatility challenges brazened by people due to 

colorful conditions similar as common pain Neurological conditions Musculo cadaverous disabilities convalescence from surgeries. 

III. Security enterprises Stairs can be dangerous for individualities with portability issues, expanding the chance of cascade and genuine injuries. Stair 

lifts basically drop these troubles by giving a secure and controlled rise and descent. 

IV. Keeping up Freedom Stairlifts enable individualities with versatility confinements to keep up their freedom and get to all situations of their homes. 

This cultivates a sense of quality and control over their everyday lives. 
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Siegwart,R., Lauria,M., Mäusli,P., Winnendael,M., 1998, “ Design and prosecution of an InventiveMicro-Rover, ” Universal Diary of Computer Vision 

& Worldwide Diary, April 26 30, Albuquerque, Unused Mexico. This lift runs on electric control and comprises of a machine, drop acclimatize box, rope 

drive, two rails a sliding president.( 1) 

Hsueh- Er,C., “ Stair- climbing vehicle, IEEE/ RSJ Conference, 2008 In this examining we display the planning and operation of an electric president for 

enfeebled people, has the capacity to rise on stairs with programmed controlling. It's also financially reasonable comparing with that in requests as the 

taken a risk of ordinary wheelchair walk as it were on the aeroplanes surpass 1300$, whereas our president brought is around 600$ for one piece and this 

taken a risk may be divided for a line of product.( 2) 

3. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

Imagine a council lot bulging with exertion. For numerous scholars, navigating between classes, dorms, and social gatherings is a breath. But for scholars 

with disabilities, especially those who use wheelchairs, stairs can present a significant handicap. Traditional staircases can limit their capability to pierce 

different corridor of lot singly. Automated staircases could be a game- changer. Cost Considerations for Premises Installing automated staircases can be 

precious. popular constraints of numerous sodalities might make wide relinquishment delicate. Retrofitting being structures to accommodate these systems 

can be particularly challenging due to structural limitations and implicit dislocations to lot operations. 

4. design calculation 

Maximum load that can be carried by motor: 

Efficiency of the motor 𝜂𝑚 =78%, Maximum Speed =3100 rpm, Gear Ratio = 1:6, Actual Speed = 3100/6 =516.67 rpm, 

Gear reduction ratio by worm = 14:1, Speed at carriage = 516.67/14 =36.9 rpm 

Now, 

Maximum load that can be carried by motor: 

𝑃 × η𝑚 × η𝑔 = 𝐹 × 𝑣 

750 𝑊 × 78 × 934 = 𝐹 × 

𝜋 × 𝑑 × 𝑁 

60 

46.39 = 𝐹 × 

𝜋 × 61 × 10−3 × 36.9 

60 

F=4638.285 N 

F=mg=4638.285N 

m=4638.285/9.81=472.91Kg 

 

CAD Model of Carriage 
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5. Conclusion 

Though making a cost friendly Stair lift had some limitations, it was a good and grueling design for us. Making a stair lift with comber bearing isn't a 

complicated process and all the factors are extensively available in request. DC motors with control box are now being manufactured for bus gharry and 

this can be directly used in the stair lift. During the test run of this design, it was realized that it would able of carrying heavy cargo without suffering any 

distortion or original fractures if it would go into real world product at an ideal scale. Though the original cost of the design sounded to be a little bit 

advanced but more accurate manufacturing would dock this. 
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